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Easiest-to-use and full-featured WMV to 3GP Converter:

Convert Windows Media Files (WMV, ASF) to 3GP for 3G mobile phone
Additional video editing functions and output settings

4Easysoft WMV to 3GP Converter is such powerful software to convert WMV and ASF
videos to 3GP, which can be supported by 3G mobile phone, such as BlackBerry, Motorola,
Sony Ericssion, Nokia, Google Phone, etc.

This WMV to 3GP Converter provides various video editing functions and rich options. So,
you can convert any clip of WMV to 3GP video by setting the start and end time and adjust
the video bitrate or audio bitrate to get 3GP videos with different quality. Using 4Easysoft
WMV to 3GP Converter, you will get output 3GP video file with excellent quality.

Key Features

Supported formats
4Easysoft WMV to 3GP Converter offers the function to convert ASF, WMV to 3GP, MP4,
MOV, AVI, MPG for BlackBerry, Motorola, Sony Ericssion, Nokia, Google Phone, etc.
Support inputting formats: WMV, ASF, WMA, MP3
Support outputting video formats: 3GP, 3GPP(.3gp), MPEG-4(.mp4), MOV, AVI,
XviD(.avi), DivX(.avi), H.264/MPEG-4 AVC(.mp4), MPEG-1(.mpg), MPEG2(.mpg)
Support outputting audio formats: AAC, AMR, MP3, M4A, WAV, WMA.

Additional video editing functions

Set video effect and Deinterlacing

4Easysoft WMV to 3GP Converter allows you to set the video Brightness, Contrast,
Saturation. Checking Deinterlacing helps you to convert interlaced video to the progressive
video, this function can optimize the video effect.

Split video

Capture favorite clips from video by setting the exact start and end time, or dragging the slider
bar of each conversion.

Merge video

Join interesting files into one file after conversion for you to enjoy on 3G mobile phone
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successively.

Crop video

Frame the video play region to suit mobile phone screen with this WMV to 3GP Converter like
smart scissors.

Real-time preview and capture pictures

You can preview the original video and the instant output video for your operation at the same
time, and capture your favorite pictures while previewing movies. They can be saved in
default folder automatically.

More settings for you to customize

Detailed video and audio settings are provided by 4Easysoft WMV to 3GP Converter for you
to adjust, such as set the Video Encoder, Resolution, Frame Rate, Video Bitrate .You can
also directly input your own resolution as the form of “XXX*XXX”; set the Audio Encoder,
Sample Rate, Channels, Audio Bitrate. You also can save all the output settings as your
preference, which is saved in the user-defined column automatically.

Easier operation and better quality

Friendly user interface

An intuitively designed user interface brings you more convenience and visual enjoyment.

Fast speed and high video quality

4Easysoft WMV to 3GP Converter has powerful encoders and decoders built in so that all the
conversion is at amazing speed with super quality. All features above make this WMV to 3GP
Converter to be the currently best WMV to 3GP Converter.

System Requirements

OS Supported: Windows NT4/2000/2003/XP and Windows Vista
Hardware Requirements: 800MHz Intel or AMD CPU, or above; 512MB RAM or more
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